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Foreword
Welcome to the 2020 edition of CommBank’s Legal Market Pulse, based on our annual survey of leaders from law firms across Australia. The findings of this year’s research formed the basis for all data-led insights
within the report, examining how the legal industry performed amid the coronavirus pandemic, how firms have adapted to the disruption and what changes are likely to become permanent.
When the pandemic hit Australia, governments moved quickly to introduce new rules and regulations to help businesses withstand the financial impact. The temporary changes spanned continuous disclosure and
financial reporting obligations through to laws covering insolvency, capital raisings, rent relief and moratoriums, and the workplace. Legal firms were indispensable advisers, helping businesses navigate the changes and
understand how to best apply them.
As a result, early fears of a sharp drop in revenue didn’t eventuate for many legal firms. The research indicates that in the 2019/20 financial year, half of the firms surveyed didn’t experience a significant fall in revenue
in any practice area. Profits grew by 7.0% and are forecast to grow a further 5.5% this financial year. Among the almost eight in 10 firms whose profit remained stable or increased in FY20, almost all also managed to
maintain cash flow. When combined with prudent cost management, this helped firms to retain their workforce, which will help them manage workflow as conditions improve.
During 2020, the industry’s agility was on full display. Central to this was years of investment in technology that enabled staff to work remotely and to deliver services to clients digitally. Care and compassion were also
on show as team members were forced to work for a prolonged period without face-to-face contact with their colleagues and managers. Legal firms introduced more wellbeing initiatives and regularly checked in with
their staff about how they were personally managing the dramatic changes.
To gain a better understanding of the firms that are adapting best to the rapidly evolving landscape, we defined and measured resilience across five metrics encompassing financial and operational performance, as well
as staff utilisation. Distinct differences exist between more resilient and less resilient firms in terms of where they intend to invest, the areas where they are cutting back expenditure, the reasons they invest in technology,
and changes to their operations and objectives post-coronavirus. Understanding what sets more resilient firms apart can provide a guide as we collectively navigate the future.
We hope you find this year’s edition of the CommBank Legal Market Pulse useful within your firm’s planning and benchmarking activities. We look forward to discussing these insights and hearing from you first-hand
about your experiences during this once-in-a-generation operating environment.
Belinda Hegarty
National Head of Professional Services
Business Bank
Commonwealth Bank of Australia

About the CommBank Legal Market Pulse Report
The CommBank Legal Market Pulse is an analysis of Australia’s legal sector. The report is based on a quantitative survey of 56 leaders of legal firms, conducted in September 2020 by Beaton Research + Consulting.
Participants included 11 top-tier firms, 31 mid-tier firms and 14 ‘other’ firms that are smaller in turnover than the preceding categories. Where a ‘don’t know’ response was given, it is excluded from the associated chart.
The research segments firms by resilience based on five criteria used in the report and resilience is defined as positive or stable financial, workforce and business operations performance despite COVID-19. References
to ‘more resilient firms’ relate to the 21 firms that met all five criteria, and ‘less resilient firms’ are those that did not. The five criteria for resilience include profit growth, maintaining cash flow, managing staff utilisation,
adapting to remote work and firms’ ability to compete.
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Poised for the recovery
Legal firms have demonstrated their resilience during the coronavirus pandemic, adapting to the acceleration of many pre-existing trends, including client pressure on fees and billing structures, and the adoption of
technology. As a result, many firms charted a course through uncertainty and a lack of visibility of future operating conditions, maintained their workforce where possible, and are predicting profits to increase in the year
ahead, albeit at a lower rate. While the pandemic has impacted confidence, firms are predicting a strong rebound in two years. More resilient firms are expecting a faster recovery.

Clients increase focus on fees
As businesses seek to manage costs and drive
efficiencies amid economic uncertainty, most
firms agree that clients are more focused on
fees. Expectations of lower fees, favourable
billing structures and expecting more for less
topped the list of trends firms believe have been
expedited by the pandemic.

Financial forecasts remain strong

64%

the net percentage*
of firms that expect
downward pressure on fees
to accelerate due to the
pandemic.
Percentage of firms that answered
increasing minus decreasing

*

Positioning the workforce
for the recovery
While staff utilisation has become more
challenging year-on-year, firms report that
they are leaving their staffing mix practically
unchanged when comparing pre-coronavirus
and future intentions. This suggests firms are
keeping their workforce in place to position
themselves for the expected recovery.

Despite fee pressure and the impact of the
pandemic, firms reported 7.0% mean growth
in profits in FY20 and are also forecasting
continued profit growth in the year ahead. While
many firms have experienced revenue declines
in specific practice areas, half of all firms have
not experienced significant decreases in any
practice area.

5.5%

mean profit growth
expected among all
firms in FY21

Resilience under the microscope

2%

OR LESS

change in firms’ staffing mix
across all roles comparing
early 2020 and future
staffing intentions

In this year’s report, we look at resilience among
firms to understand what sets more resilient
firms apart. The five criteria for resilience
comprise profit growth, maintaining cash flow,
managing staff utilisation, adapting to remote
work and firms’ ability to compete. More resilient
firms are both more confident about current
conditions and expected conditions in
12 months.

38%

of firms meet all five
resilience criteria and are
therefore more resilient.
These firms are far more
likely to have a positive view
on business conditions.
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The operating
backdrop
Constants remain despite disruption
Coronavirus accelerated several of the client trends that law firms
have been addressing in recent years. Their previous investment
in technology and finding different ways of delivering services has
enabled them to adapt amid the pandemic.

5
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Firms step up to the
coronavirus challenge
The pandemic ushered in a range of new challenges and legal firms had to
quickly adapt to their uniquely dynamic and uncertain operating environment.

Accelerating client trends post-coronavirus
Net percentage of all firms that believe disruption in certain areas has been accelerated by coronavirus
(increasing minus decreasing)

64%

63%

61%

One thing that hasn’t changed is the steady rise in clients’ expectations from
their legal advisers. Their needs continue to broaden to include advice on
environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations and areas like
cybersecurity.
Furthermore, clients expect services to be delivered efficiently and more costeffectively. They understand that technologies such as e-discovery and data
analytics are widely accessible to legal firms, and firms have lifted adoption to
drive efficiency and innovation.
The majority of the firms surveyed agree that the pandemic has accelerated
these client trends of intensifying the pressure on fees, the relentless push from
hourly billing to alternative fee arrangements, and expectations of more work for
lower fees.
To meet these demands, firms have been investing heavily in technology for
several years. This served them well as the focus on digital transformation proves
to be enduring. On balance, firms found it relatively easy to service their clients
digitally through a workforce that almost overnight went from operating in an
office to working from home.
Remaining connected with both staff and clients required much more effort
though, and amid low visibility around future market conditions, business
planning and forecasting emerged as their biggest challenge.

32%

Downward
pressure on
fees

Alternative fee
arrangements

Increasing
client demands
(more work
for less)

Clients directly
using legal
process and
services
outsourcing

25%

24%

Willingness
of clients to
switch firms

Clients
in-housing work

Perceptions of operating conditions
Ease of operating conditions as a net percentage of all firms (easy minus challenging)

36%

Delivering service virtually to clients

33%

Sourcing working capital (ex Govt assistance)

“Legal firms’ years of investment in technology and their staff
positioned them well, enabling them to continue to provide
valuable advice and services to their clients at a time of
unprecedented disruption.“
Belinda Hegarty
National Head of Professional Services
CommBank

29%

Remote and virtual working

20%

Maintaining cash flow

13%

Keeping on-site staff safe

2%

Maintaining staff productivity

-13%

Staying connected with clients

-23%

Keeping staff connected/motivated
Business forecasting/planning

-61%
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Withstanding
disruption
Overall, many surveyed legal firms are performing well. Staff numbers have been
remarkably stable, with little change expected. Mean profits across the sector
grew in the most recent financial year, greatly helped by the fact that revenue
didn’t fall as much as initially feared. Half of the firms surveyed said revenue
didn’t drop by more than 25% in any practice area.
Although the sector as a whole is faring much better than many others,
some legal firms are better managing the disruption. The research sought to
define and measure firms’ resilience through a range of financial, staffing and
operational measures.
While these aren’t exhaustive, they serve as an indicator of firms’ ability to
withstand the pressures of changing operating and market conditions. More
resilient firms are those that met all five criteria:

Profit
firms that had steady or growing profits during FY20 relative to FY19

Cash flow
firms that found maintaining cash flow easy or manageable

Indicators of firms’ resilience
Proportion of all firms that achieved positive measures on all five criteria of resilience

79%

+

FY20 profit (increasing/stable)

And maintaining cash flow
(easy/manageable)

73%

+

And staff utilisation
(easy/manageable)

50%

+

45%

+

And working remotely and
digital service delivery
(easy/manageable)

38%

And competing
with other
firms (easy/
manageable)

Staff utilisation
firms that found keeping staff utilised easy or manageable

Digital agility

Firms’ actual and predicted change in profit
Mean percentage change in profit and 12-month forecast among all firms

firms that found adapting to remote working and digital service
delivery easy or manageable

Ability to compete
firms that found it easy or manageable to compete with
their peers

More than seven in ten firms reported stable or increased profit in the last
financial year and that maintaining cash flow was easy or manageable. However,
only half of the sample firms also found it easy or manageable to keep staff fully
utilised. This was a notable hurdle for firms, regardless of size.

7.0%

5.5%

FY20 profit vs FY19

Forecast FY21 profit vs FY20
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Viewpoints: The challenges leaders faced when the pandemic hit
The global pandemic has truly tested leaders. We asked leaders across the legal sector what new challenges they had to overcome while leading their staff remotely. Much of this related to having to communicate with
staff using technology, as well as being more attuned to their staff’s wellbeing. Here is a sample of responses from the more resilient firms.

Keeping staff upbeat, informed and engaged
“Remaining visible and
encouraging the team
to remain proactive and
optimistic.”
CEO/Managing Partner,
Mid-tier firm

“More planned interaction
with staff to maintain
momentum and
engagement, increased
level of communications on
client and firm issues.”
CEO/Managing Partner,
Top-tier firm

“I have worked to better
establish empathy and
personal connection
remotely, requiring more
effective adoption of
collaboration and virtual
meeting technology,
and more structured
engagement.”
Chief Operating Officer/
General Manager, Top-tier firm

“I have kept up regular
communication to the team
and provided transparent
financial information to
business owners so that
they’re comfortable with
how the business is
being run.”
CEO/Managing Partner,
Mid-tier firm

Caring for staff
“Regular check-ins on work
and how they are tracking
personally with altered
conditions.”
CEO/Managing Partner,
Top-tier firm

“Demonstrating that we
genuinely care for their
wellbeing.”
CEO/Managing Partner,
Mid-tier firm

“Introduced additional
wellness initiatives and
reinforced expectations
around ‘team of teams’
connection rhythms.”
Chief Operating Officer/
General Manager, Other firm

“I checked in with five staff
a day during lockdown and
continue to do this with our
Melbourne team.”
CEO/Managing Partner,
Mid-tier firm
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Decisive leadership
“There have been some challenging conversations around salary
reductions versus staff cuts and educating the workforce around
the practical meaning of ‘we’re in this together’.”

“As a leader, I have had to make quick decisions, and back my
decisions based on data, not on emotion or pressure.”
CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

Chief Operating Officer/General Manager, Other firm

Preserving the firm’s culture
“We are only just starting to see the likely impact on culture
through having a large proportion of the workforce working
remotely.”

“Delivery of tough messages while motivating the team and
maintaining our culture of collaboration.”
Chief Operating Officer/General Manager, Top-tier firm

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm
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What sets resilient
firms apart
Higher profits, brighter outlook
Resilient firms continue to invest more in technology and people.
This is how they are positioning the firm to take advantage of a
recovery in business conditions, despite a highly uncertain future.

10
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Targeting a faster
recovery timeline
More resilient and less resilient firms share a number of similar experiences. Both
groups of firms are just as likely to have experienced downturns in revenue in at
least one practice area in the last financial year, and both find it problematic to
plan and forecast with any certainty.

Perception of business conditions
Net rating of overall business conditions among less and more resilient firm (positive minus negative)

Less resilient firms

57%

Yet more resilient firms perceive overall current business conditions to be
positive. That is in contrast with the negative view that less resilient firms have of
their business environment.

19%

When looking at some selected elements of business conditions, more resilient
firms are finding it easier to do business across the board than less resilient
firms. The difference is most apparent in terms of attracting and retaining quality
staff and keeping expenses under control.

“Coronavirus has been a defining event for the legal industry.
Over a third of the firms surveyed met our criteria for
resilience, and have responded and adapted in ways that
will position them well in the future marketplace.“
Belinda Hegarty
National Head of Professional Services
CommBank

29%
14%

-31%

As a result, their expectations for profit growth in the current financial year are
higher, forecasting a 7.8% increase in the next 12 months compared to the
expected 4.1% growth among less resilient firms.
This is also reflected in their view that business conditions will have improved in
12 months. In contrast, less resilient firms are predicting a more gradual shortterm improvement followed by a sharper rebound in two years’ time.

74%

More resilient firms

At the moment

In 12months’ time

In 2 years’ time

Identifying top challenges
Rating of each element of business conditions as a net percentage (easy minus challenging)

40%
48%
26%
57%
20%
43%

Competing with NewLaw or
alternative business model firms
Keeping expenses
under control
Accessing capital
Keeping quality staff

33%
-9%

Collecting invoices

14%
-34%

Finding quality staff

Negotiating price with clients
Winning new business

10%
-40%
-19%
-54%
-5%
Less resilient firms

More resilient firms
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Managing
operational change
As previously noted, more resilient firms have more positive perceptions about
overall business conditions both at the moment and in 12 months. Profit at more
resilient firms in the last financial year was up 13.0% from the previous year,
considerably higher than the 3.2% increase achieved by less resilient firms.

Uptake of technology
Proportion of all firms that have adopted and implemented key technologies

Less resilient firms

90%
66%

More resilient firms

86%
69%

46% 52%

Another notable difference between the two groups of firms is that the more
resilient firms have been faster to adopt new technologies, notably data analytics
and e-discovery.

6% 19%

This investment and implementation of technology are central to more resilient
firms making the rapid and smooth transition to delivering services digitally and
working remotely as a firm. Only a few of the less resilient firms could claim
the same.
More resilient firms’ faster embrace of technology also explains why they
are maintaining staff productivity even as staff work from home, and better
connected with their teams and clients. These three elements of business
operations are among the most challenging for less resilient firms.
However, both groups of firms are struggling with business forecasting
and planning as the trajectory of the coronavirus and economic recovery
remains unclear.

Data analytics

E-discovery

Blockchain
technology

Artificial
intelligence

Perceptions of operating conditions
Ease of operating conditions as a net percentage (easy minus challenging)

20%

Delivering service
virtually to clients

62%
12%

Sourcing working capital
(ex Govt assistance)

77%
6%

Remote and virtual working

67%
3%

Maintaining cash flow

48%
3%
33%

Keeping on-site staff safe

-26%

Maintaining staff
productivity

48%
-26%

Staying connected
with clients

10%
-40%

Keeping staff connected/
motivated
Business forecasting/
planning

5%
-66%
-52%
Less resilient firms

More resilient firms
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Developing the capabilities to adapt
As firms continue to adapt to living with coronavirus, they intend to cut back expenditure on business-related travel, client entertainment and office premises.
However, legal firms’ ability to continue growing profits puts them in the enviable position of being able to increase investment in areas that will position them for continued success. Apparent differences between more
resilient and less resilient firms are evident.
The research indicates that more resilient firms are wisely investing more heavily in staff training and development. Retaining quality staff will be critical to their ability to meet client expectations and their needs in an
expanding range of practice areas. Likewise, their greater profitability allows them to spend more on salaries, rewarding staff for their contribution during these challenging times.
Their continued heightened focus on technology also sets them apart from less resilient firms. This reflects their greater understanding of technology’s role in making things better, faster and cheaper for themselves and
their clients. Of particular note is that more resilient firms see the potential for investments in technologies like data analytics and e-discovery to develop new products and services for their clients. This will help them to
meet clients’ expectations and differentiate themselves in the marketplace.

Forecast changes in expenses
Net change in expenses in the next 12 months compared to the previous year (increasing minus decreasing)

Less resilient firms

76%

75%

67%
54%

51%

More resilient firms

57%
43%

48%
37%
11%
-11% -10%

-67%
-80%

-77%
-95%

IT hardware,
software and
cybersecurity

Staff support
and amenities

Salaries

Professional
indemnity
insurance

Staff
training and
development

Occupancy

Client/corporate
hospitality

Travel for staff
and partners
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Viewpoints: Trends that have been fast-tracked
Many legal firms were already on a digital transformation journey. The coronavirus has merely accelerated the shift. It has also underlined the imperative that firms can rapidly respond to the myriad of changes
transforming the industry such as NewLaw and LawTech. This was readily apparent from firms’ responses when we asked them about the most important lessons they had learnt and their focus after the pandemic.
Here are some of the replies from more resilient firms.

Remote working is here to stay
“Pre-coronavirus, we were equipped
to have an agile workforce, capable of
working from anywhere. Some parts
of us didn’t quite trust our people to
do that. Coronavirus has proven that
we can.”

“Productivity can be maintained while
working remotely.”

“Allowing greater flexibility for staff
around where and how they work.”

CEO/ Managing Partner, Top-tier firm

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

CEO/ Managing Partner, Other firm

Rethinking office space
“The need to have large spaces in premium towers and a lot
of paper have seen their day.”

“We will have smaller offices and less people in them on any given
day. We have five sites. That’s a major cash boost for us.”

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

CEO/ Managing Partner, Other firm
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The future is digital
“We have been living the ‘new/next
normal’ for many years, so feel in many
ways like coronavirus is forcing the
industry to catch up. The pandemic has
reinforced our conviction that the future
of the law is dispersed and remote,
technology-driven, and
process optimised.”

“Going forward, we’ll be investing
more in agility, digitisation, as well as
team-building and collaboration.”

“Increased use of technology solutions
and exploration of digital for new
business models.”

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

“Faster decision-making, increased
capacity for change and adoption.”

“Be bold and decisive, and act early.
Communicate simply, clearly and often.”

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

Chief Operating Officer/General Manager,
Top-tier firm

Chief Operating Officer/General Manager, Other firm

Adept at adapting
“Challenging conditions can be a
great catalyst for innovation and
permanent change.”
CEO/ Managing Partner, Top-tier firm
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Case study:
Carroll & O’Dea Lawyers
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Diana Farah, Equity Partner at Carroll & O’Dea Lawyers,
discusses how the firm responded to the challenges and changes
the coronavirus pandemic has brought and what it is doing to
ensure continued success and a sustainable future. Carroll &
O’Dea Lawyers has faced many challenges in its 121 year history
including the Great Depression, the Spanish Influenza Pandemic
and two World Wars. That experience served it very well during the
early months of the coronavirus pandemic.
Diana Farah became the firm’s first female partner in 1995.
She is involved in the firm’s strategic outlook, finances and
business development. She was also instrumental in successfully
establishing two of the firm’s eight offices outside of Sydney’s CBD.
Diana leads the Personal Injury litigation team, one of the firm’s
many practice areas.
With a reputation for providing top-quality legal advice in a
caring and cost-effective manner, Carroll & O’Dea’s diverse client
base spans individuals, small, medium and large organisations,
government agencies, unions and not-for-profits. Its focus on
the community sees pro bono work embedded in staff’s key
performance indicators.

Technology and culture key to resilience
When the pandemic hit, Carroll & O’Dea’s workforce took the
shift to working remotely in its stride, greatly helped by already
having adopted the right technology. All that was required was
some additional hardware and additional training. “It was relatively
seamless,” says Diana. “It was the culture and values of our firm
that allowed us to adapt so quickly, alongside the loyalty and
commitment of our staff, many of whom have been with us for their
entire professional lives.” Diana says, “longevity in legal practice
means always keeping an eye on the future.” This enables the firm
to respond to challenges in a considered way, making the change
and bringing its people with it. “There is that important human
element of investing in our people, so they are supported personally
and professionally as we make changes,” she says. “Our people are
really important to us.”

Coronavirus brings permanent change

Personal connections

Remote working was implemented rapidly, with no diminution
in the quality of legal services. Diana says coronavirus will
permanently change “the way we work, how we work and where
we work.” In future, staff will likely equally divide their work time
between the office and home. The firm is therefore rethinking the
design of its workplace to account for changes in how staff interact
with each other and with clients. Additionally, Zoom calls “will likely
be the way many of our clients, especially those in regional areas
and interstate, will prefer to work with us for some time.”

It isn’t all about technology though. “Some people will be content
with digital interactions, but our clients come to Carroll & O’Dea
for the hands-on, personal experience, and engagement with
partners,” Diana says. The firm’s focus on high-quality, personal
service and value for money attracts clients who want their
problems solved and who appreciate the firm’s depth of experience
and personal approach. Says Diana, “being a trusted advisor
is more important than ever.” That, combined with the loyalty of
clients and staff, makes her optimistic about the firm’s future.
“By investing in our people, processes and technology, we will
continue to modernise the firm, reduce costs and deliver an even
better service and experience for our clients that reflects the
values that have served us so well over 121 years.”

Reimagining the firm
As part of ensuring the firm is sustainable for the future,
Carroll & O’Dea is exploring new ways of working and engaging
with clients and delivering services differently. Building on video
conferencing, file sharing and tools to assist delegation and
improve workflow visibility, the firm continues its investment in
technology. Simplifying and streamlining of processes is another
priority in the pursuit of lower cost and faster outcomes and
providing an even better client experience. Continuing the move
away from paper will cut costs, including storage costs, and reduce
the environmental impact, which is a key priority for the firm.
Expanding the firm’s marketing footprint further through digital
channels is also on the agenda.
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The next horizon
Keeping pace with client expectations
Coronavirus has added to the ongoing expectation from
clients that legal services must be delivered differently. Agility,
collaboration and responding swiftly to opportunities and threats
will be critical to continued success.
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Looking ahead
All firms recognise that coronavirus necessitates changes to the way they operate and where they invest. Differences between more resilient and less resilient firms are again apparent.
Compared with pre-coronavirus, more resilient firms expect to have an emphasis on equity partner incomes, while indicating lower numbers of professional and support staff. In the early months of the pandemic,
the traditional relationship between the working hours of partners and those of associates reversed, according to Thomson Reuters’ Peer Monitor. While associates’ billing hours in the June quarter were steady with the
same period in 2019, partner billing hours increased notably by nine hours per month. This is a function of both client demand and partners doing more billable work themselves.
The Legal Market Pulse research also suggests that less resilient firms realise they must double down their investment in technology, as well as digital service delivery and enabling staff to work remotely. More resilient
firms continue to invest in these areas too, but they are at the vanguard.
Overall, firms have also recognised it’s no longer necessary to travel to meet clients and are looking to right-size their office footprints. Survey respondents mentioned that clients now prefer online meetings over
face-to-face because they save time and money.

Outlook for firms’ operations and objectives
Net proportion of all firms that will make changes to the way the firm operates in certain areas (increase minus decrease)

93%

89%
76%
55%
42%
30%

29%

23%

4%

-64%
-87%
Staff working
flexibly/
remotely

Digital
service
delivery

Technology/
cybersecurity
investment

Partner
numbers

Equity
partner
incomes

Seek
M&A
opportunities

Professional/
support
staff pay

Use of
contractors/
outsourcing
work

Professional/
support staff
numbers

Office space,
including
related
overheads

Travel for
client
meetings

Thomson Reuters Peer Monitor 2020 Australia: State of the Legal Market, pp 8-9.
images.connect.thomsonreuters.com.au/Web/TRLegalAU/%7B1efb4274-f484-4240-a272-cb7d882e6d2c%7D_2020_Australia_SOTLM_Final.pdf

1
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Viewpoints: Anticipating client needs
Firms’ continuing investment in technology, including data analytics, artificial intelligence and automation, is a response to clients’ ongoing expectation that legal services are delivered faster, more cost-effectively
and add value far beyond what they have traditionally. Here are some of the responses from leaders of more resilient firms when asked how they thought their clients’ needs would change and what their firm would
do to address them.

Clients’ drive for value
“Clients will continue to want quality
advice but will challenge the old
leverage model and any associated
higher fees. We will see utilisation
increase at the senior levels.”
CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

“Clients are reaching down their
legal supply chain to drive the kind of
efficiencies that firms have been unable
or unwilling to volunteer. The rise of
professional legal project management
has facilitated the aggregation of
services from multiple sources to drive
outcomes, with firms less and less able
to sell themselves as a one-stop-shop.”
Chief Operating Officer/General Manager, Other firm

“Clients will look for more value.
That will see fee pressure and a
willingness to unbundle the components
of legal services to provide value, but
conversely will look more to end-to-end
service that will minimise the need to
seek multiple providers to solve a
single commercial problem.”
Chief Operating Officer/General Manager,
Top-tier firm

In-demand practice areas
“Our clients will still require dispute
resolution services, but increasingly
in different, emerging, areas like cyber.
We are building expertise in
developing areas.”
CEO/Manager Partner, Mid-tier firm

“Regulatory and compliance policies
and social optics. We are working to stay
ahead of those games.”
CEO/Managing Partner, Other firm

“Reshaping the workforce and skills
sets, strengthening their cybersecurity
and continuing to navigate the
complexity of a highly regulated
environment.”
CEO/Managing Partner, Top-tier firm
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Technology and innovation
“The use of data to show our clients our
service and value-add will increase.”

“Value-based pricing, different models
of delivery, different services.”

“Clients are more concerned with
data analysis and trends.”

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

CEO/ Managing Partner, Other firm

“Clients will also accelerate the trend for
alternative product-based solutions to
routine problems.”

“Clients want routine work automated.
That is a given, and most leading
firms will continue to implement client
solutions here. NewLaw can play a
real part in dealing with this need, as
it can help with peaks and troughs in
workflows, etc.”

“We will need to be more cautious in
our recruitment at the junior levels as
clients will be even more reluctant to pay
for juniors, with more straightforward
tasks already under pressure due to
automation and/or offshoring.”

Chief Operating Officer, General Manager,
Top-tier firm

CEO/Managing Partner, Mid-tier firm

CEO/Managing Partner, Other firm
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Conclusion
The legal industry has performed relatively well amid the disruption
brought on by the coronavirus pandemic. However, it has brought
the value of being resilient into sharp focus. The more resilient
firms were those that were already accustomed to staff working
remotely and servicing their clients digitally. As a result, they are
finding it easier to keep their people productive, as well as to
remain connected with their team members and clients. This, in
turn, makes them more upbeat than less resilient firms about
current and near-term business conditions, along with future
profit growth.
The more resilient firms stand out for investing in their workforce’s
training and development while continuing to invest heavily in
technology. The research suggests they intend to reward staff for
their contribution to the team through higher salaries while at
the same time placing greater emphasis on the income of equity
partners. So, firms that proved to be resilient have been those with
a focus on technology and people and invested accordingly. As
firms seek to position themselves for the recovery over the next
1-2 years, these are likely to remain as key determinants
of success.
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Firm metrics
Benchmarking performance
and perspectives
These data points could help you to evaluate and
benchmark your firm’s perceptions, performance and
strategic outlook in relation to competitors.
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Business confidence
Firms’ rating of overall business conditions over time
Net percentage (proportion of firms who answered positive minus percentage of firms that answered negative)

100%
85%
80%
68%

Net percentage (positive minus negative)

67%
63%

60%
50%

63%
55%

54%
47%

45%

40%

40%

40%

37%
25%

29%
23%

20%
13%

9%

10%

22%
10%

10%

20%

16%

13%

5%

20%

10%

15%

0%
-13%

-17%

-20%

-23%

-18%
-26%

-28%

-24%

-24%
-37%

-40%

-43%

-60%
FY2014
Q1

FY2014
Q3

FY2014
Q4

FY2015
Q1

FY2015
Q2

FY2015
Q3

At the moment

FY2015
Q4

FY2016
Q2

In 12 months’ time

FY2016
Q4

FY2017
Q4

FY2018
Q4

FY2019
Q4

FY2021
Q1

In 2 years’ time
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Top challenges

Post-COVID-19 changes

Workforce composition

Net percentage (Proportion of firms that answered easy minus
the proportion of firms that answered challenging)

Net percentage (Proportion of all firms that answered increase minus
the proportion of firms that answered decrease)

(Approximate percentage of the workforce across staffing levels
in January 2020 and any forecast change post-coronavirus)

Staff working flexibly/remotely

93%

Role

Digital service delivery

89%

Technology/cybersecurity investment

76%

Travel for client meetings

-87%

Office space, including related overheads

-64%

Winning new business

Negotiating price with clients

Keeping staff fully utilised

-36%

-32%

-21%

Revenue impact by practice area

Top areas for future investment

(Proportion of firms that experienced more than a 25% revenue
decrease in selected practice areas)

Net percentage (Proportion of all firms that answered expenses were
increasing minus those that answered expenses are decreasing)

Property

28%

IT hardware, software and cybersecurity

63%

Corporate advisory

26%

Staff support and amenities

54%

Banking and finance

20%

Salaries

52%

Insurance

15%

Professional indemnity insurance

51%

Projects

12%

Staff training and development

25%

Equity partners

January 2020 Post-COVID
(actual)
outlook
11%

12%

7%

8%

Senior associates/
senior law-yers (4th year)

20%

21%

Junior lawyers (3rd year)

22%

22%

8%

9%

Shared services staff
(market-ing, IT, finance, HR)

17%

16%

Secretarial and admin staff

15%

13%

Fixed share/salaried partners

Paralegals
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Visit commbank.com.au/professionalservices or email us at insights@cba.com.au

Things you should know:
The report has been published for general information purposes only. As this information has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs, you should, before acting on this information, consider its appropriateness to your circumstances,
if necessary, seek professional advice. The Bank believes that the information in the report is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or
warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in the report. Any projections and forecasts are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies and uncertainties.
Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. The information in this report is based on a survey of CEOs, Managing Partners and other senior leaders from 56 legal firms across Australia by Beaton Research + Consulting in September 2020
on behalf of the Commonwealth Bank. All analysis and views of future market conditions are solely those of the Commonwealth Bank. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124 AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 234945.

